Quiz 42 – Family and Friends
Music
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bjorn Again is a tribute band for which pop group?
Will.i.am is best known for performing with which hip hop group?
Complete the first line of the Bill Withers hit ‘ Ain’t no sunshine?’
What was the name of Madonnna’s first studio album in 1983?
Thomas John Woodward is better known as?

TV & Film
1. In the TV series Hustle who played lead character Mickey “Bricks” Stone?
2. Which of these actors has not appeared in The Vicar of Dibley:- Amelia Fox, Keeley
Hawes or Peter Capaldi?
3. Which singing competition was the first to feature Simon Cowell as a judge?
4. What is the name of Miranda Hart’s best friend in her hit sitcom?
5. Name Casualty’s longest serving character

General Knowledge
1. Which process converts sugar to acids, alcohol or gas
2. O’Hare airport serves which American city?
3. Of which band was Harry Styles a member before launching his sole career?
4. What is the name of the tower in which Big Ben is housed?
5. Netflix began as a DVD rental service, true or false?
6. What is the capital of Bulgaria?
7. Where is the original Starry Night by Vincent Van Gogh housed?
8. Which English football league team ha the nickname The Cobblers?
9. How many digits do Simpson characters have on each hand?
10. Who discovered penicillin?
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Food And Drink
1. Which spirit is mixed with ginger beer in a Moscow Mule?
2. From which country does a tagine originate from?
3. What are the real names of The Hairy Bikers?
4. Which pungent plant has its own festival held on The Isle of Wight every year?
5. How many calories does a glass of water contain?
6. Who has replacing Sandi Toksvig as host of The Great British Bake Off?
7. Grenadine is obtained from which fruit?
8. Which fast food franchise has the most restaurants worldwide?
9. What type of wheat is used to make pasta?
10. In which country will you find the wine growing region The Yarra Valley?
History
1.
2.
3.
4.

Who was the US president when man first walked on the moon?
Who was the English king at the time of the battle of Agincourt?
By what name is the pirate Edward Teach better remembered?
In which castle on The Isle of Wight was Charles I imprisoned immediately prior to his trial
and execution?
5. Who was president of Argentina at the time of the Argentinian invasion of the Falklands?

Geography
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Which city was the capital of India prior to 1912?
In which country are the Taurus Mountains?
Cars from which country bear the international vehicle registration letter D?
Of which Commonwealth country is Mount Logan the highest point?
What is the highest peak in Africa?
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